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Date Version Autor Modifications 

24/05/2013 Ed1 T. GALLION Creation 

 
Concerned products : 
 

   EU : XTO210 
   US : XTO-IP610 
   AUS : XTO710 
 
 
In the next XTO’s deliveries, the product will include several improvements: Hardware and mechanicals. 

 
1. Hardware / tamper modifications 

 
The opening tamper of the XTO was not strong and reliable enough in the actual product. That the reason 
why we changed : 

- the tamper switch by a reed ampoule on the panel 
- the metal part on the box to fix the magnet (same magnet than door contact) 

 
This new feature is working with: 

- all new XTO panels equipped by a reed ampoule. It will work with the magnet. 
- all existing/old XTO panels equipped by a mechanical switch. It will work with the metal blade. 

 
With this universal compatibility we will be able to manage our after sales issues with standard XT or XT-IP 
panels. 
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Door contact Magnet used with reed 

ampoule equipping new XTOs 

Metal blade used with a switch 

equipping actual XTOs 

XTO box 
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2. Mechanical modifications 
 
On the actual XTO, the included accessories allow the installer to fix the product: 

- on a pole with the metal jaws 
- on an opened corner with the square bracket 

 
Customers requested to have the possibility to fix it on a flat wall. 
 
In the next deliveries, we will include one more square bracket (the same like the actual one) and the 
associated screws and bolts to fix the XTO box on a flat wall (see top-to-tail mounting on next picture) 
 

Installing the XTO on a flat wall: 
 

 
 
 

 
Included in the box: 
 

 

Existing square bracket 

Existing small 

screws 

New big screws 

New square 

bracket fixed 

on the wall 

Existing jaws + 4 bolds 

Existing 6 screws to 

close the box 

Existing cable holder 

Existing 4 screws and 4 

washers to fix the 

bracket to the box 

Existing square bracket 

New 4 bolds and 4 

screws to fix 2 square 

bracket together 

New square bracket 


